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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a case history where 91.4-centimeter (36-inch) diameter openend pipe piles were installed using both impact and vibratory installation techniques. Thirteen
dynamically tested piles were installed along a new sheet pile containment wall located in the
Southern Branch of the Elizabeth River, bounded by Chesapeake and Portsmouth, Virginia. The
soil conditions encountered generally consisted of interbedded layers of silt, sand, and clay
forming the Alluvium and the Norfolk Formations. The piles were advanced into the underlying
Yorktown Formation bearing stratum consisting of clayey to silty sand with varying amounts of
marine shell fragments. At two test pile locations, impact driven test piles were extracted and
relocated by vibratory hammer and subjected to restrike driving with dynamic analysis to assess
bearing capacity. Seven to fourteen day restrikes were performed on the thirteen hammer driven
test piles. Restrikes at one or more months were performed on one impact driven pile, and both
vibratory installed test piles. Signal matching analyses of restrike driving events indicate an
approximate 50% reduction in overall bearing capacity of the vibrated piles compared with the
driven piles. Additionally, long-term restrike driving of vibrated piles did not continue to gain
capacity akin to driven piles.
INTRODUCTION
The installation of deep foundations has been loosely documented since the 12th century, and
observed through archeology into prehistoric times (Boyer 1985). Beginning with human
powered drop hammers to early steam machines and into today’s diesel and hydraulic impact
hammers, the understanding, design and specification of deep foundations is based upon the
breadth of knowledge derived from the long history of impact driving. With the development of
modern vibratory hammers come the trepidations of designers and engineers to specify their use
for deep foundations requiring axial bearing capacities. The reservations for use in design and
construction are mainly consequent to the lack of understanding of the soil-pile interaction during
and subsequent to installation (Viking 2005).
Previous studies comparing measured bearing capacities of impact driven and vibratory
installed methods have indicated differences between impact and vibratory driven piles. O’Neill
et al. (1990) installed 102 mm diameter instrumented displacement piles in sands with relative
densities of 65 and 90% using a vibrator and an impact hammer. For these displacement piles
installed in a pressure chamber, pile bearing capacity was higher for impact driven piles in the
medium dense sand and higher for vibratory installed piles in dense sand. Mosher (1987) reported
on a number of case studies using a variety of pile types and hammer types. In a majority of cases
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summ
marized, piles installed in saand by impacct hammer exhhibited higheer axial capaciities than thosse
installled solely witth a vibratory
y hammer. This study summ
marizes a casee history in w
which two opeen
end pipe piles weree installed with both an im
mpact and vibrratory hammeer.
SITE
E DESCRIPT
TION
The
T constructtion site, adm
ministrated by the Environm
mental Protecction Agency (EPA) Regioon
3, is under
u
the construction jurrisdiction thee United Stattes Army Corrps of Engineeers (USACE
E)
Norfo
olk District. The
T project iss identified ass the Atlanticc Wood Induustries Super F
Fund Site, O
Off
Shoree Sheet Pile Containmentt Wall. Consttruction of thhe new conttainment walll phase of thhe
projecct was accom
mplished by McLean
M
Conttracting Comp
mpany. The prroject site is located on thhe
westeern shore of th
he Southern Branch
B
of thee Elizabeth Riiver, in Portsm
mouth, Virginnia. The site is
generrally bounded
d to the north
h and west by
y private induustrial properrties and the N
Norfolk Naval
Shipy
yard, to the so
outh by the United
U
States of America S
South Gate A
Annex propertty, and aeriallly
bisectted by the new
w South Norffolk Jordan Brridge.

Figure 1. Project
P
site (sstarred)
2013)
(Source: google.com,
g
The
T project generally
g
consisted of a 55
50-meter (1,1180-foot) steeel combined pile bulkheadd,
with 35
3 meters (12
20 feet) of tieed-back steel combination pile bulkheaad along the rriver shorelinne,
and 112 meters (370 feet) of stteel sheet pille cutoff walll constructed onshore. Thiis constructioon
phasee of the contaiinment wall was
w one of thee preliminary stages of thee remediation of the Atlantic
Wood
d Industries Superfund Sitee.
Deep Foundation Elements
The
T foundatio
on elements of
o the new sheeet pile contaainment wall cconsist of a laand based deaad
man wall at the southwest po
ortion of thee wall utiliziing 610-mm (24-inch) sqquare, precasst,
prestrressed concrette (PPC) pilees and 610 mm
m diameter sppiral welded, open-end pippe piles driveen
altern
nately on a 4 Horiz:
H
12 Verrt batter, 26.5 meters (87 fe
feet) and 35.1 meters (115 feet) in lengthh,
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respectively. The containment wall piles consist of plumb 1219-mm (48-inch) diameter open-end
steel pipe piles at the southwest portion of the containment wall. The offshore portion of the
containment wall consists of 914-mm (36-inch) diameter steel pipe piles with a 15.875-mm
(0.625-inch) wall thickness battered 4:12 along the exterior and 1219-mm diameter open-end
steel pipe piles along the interior driven plumb. The battered exterior 914-mm pipe piles were
initially designed with an open-end condition, and later changed to closed-end pipe piles during
the test pile program to achieve design axial compressive capacity requirements.
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
The project site lies within the Coastal Plain physiographic province of Virginia, which
extends from the Fall Zone eastward to the Atlantic Ocean. Numerous transgressions and
regressions of the Atlantic Ocean have deposited marine, lagoonal, and fluvial (stream lain)
sediments. The regional geology is very complex, and generally consists of interbedded layers of
varying mixtures of sands, silts, and clays.
As stated by Barker and Bjorken (1978), the site subsurface soil strata beneath the water
generally consists of Alluvium of sand and marsh sediment, estuarine-beach, tidal marsh, and
fluvial silt, sand and clay with organic material (peat); underlain by the Norfolk Formation of
brackish marine silty sand and fluvial estuarine, silty sand. The Norfolk Formation is subdivided
into the Upper and Lower member. The upper member is typically composed of brackish marine
silty sand and fluvial estuarine clayey silty sand and may also include marine silt and clay
deposits present in areas where the underlying Yorktown Formation has been eroded. The lower
member of the Norfolk Formation generally consists of fine to coarse quartz sands with varying
amounts of silt. Underlying the Norfolk Formation is the Yorktown Formation consisting of near
shore marine fossiliferous, silty, coarse sand and coquina.
The Yorktown Formation is the typical bearing stratum for deep foundations in the
Tidewater, Virginia, area and is considered to be over-consolidated. Very limited consolidation
data indicates an average over-consolidation range of 2.1 to 3.2 (Martin, James, Powell &
Bertoulin 1987).
The following generalized subsurface information shown in Table 1 contains a composite
profile of collected site data and was derived from multiple subsurface exploration programs
made public in the project’s Contract Documents (USACE 2011). The depth of water to the
Alluvium varied from five to twelve feet across the length of the wall.
Table 1. Generalized subsurface profile.
Depth
(m)
0–1.5

Depth
(ft)
0–5

1.5–4.6

5–15

4.6–13.7

15–45

13.7–21.3

45–70

21.3–33.5+

70–110+

Material Description
Water, Southern Branch of the
Elizabeth River
Very Soft, ORGANIC SOIL,
trace fine sand (OL, OH)
Very Soft, FAT CLAY, trace fine
sand (CH)
Very Loose to Medium Dense,
Fine to Coarse SAND, varying
amounts of silt (SM, SP-SM)
Medium Dense to Dense, Silty to
Clayey, Fine to Coarse SAND,
contains varying amounts of
marine shell fragments

Range of N60
(blows per foot)
–

Stratum/
Formation
–

0

ALLUVIUM

0 to 1

UPPER
NORFOLK
LOWER
NORFOLK

0 to 13
12 to 40

YORKTOWN
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TEST PILE PROGRAM
Test pile installation was performed by McLean Contracting Company, based out of Glen
Burine, Maryland, with regional operations in Chesapeake, Virginia. The impact driven test pile
program included high-strain dynamic pile analysis during initial drive and pile restrike for two
610-mm PPC piles, seven 914-mm diameter open-end, spiral welded pipe piles, and six 914-mm
diameter closed-end, spiral welded pipe piles. One 1219-mm diameter open-end, spiral welded
pipe pile was dynamically monitored during initial installation.
A static load test of a 914-mm diameter closed-end, spiral welded pipe pile was performed at
the southeast corner of the wall, where a member of the reaction frame, one 610-mm diameter
vibratory installed, spiral welded pipe pile, was dynamically tested during restrike to confirm
uplift capacity of the reaction frame.
During the test pile program, two previously impact driven 914-mm diameter test piles (66A
and 111A) were extracted with a vibratory hammer following restrike, relocated in the vicinity of
the initial installation, and vibratory installed to the same approximate toe elevation. These two
test piles were later dynamically tested through impact restrike driving.
For the purposes of this publication, the discussion herein will consider the comparison of
the 914-mm open-end pipe piles installed by impact and vibratory driving.
Hammer Assemblies
The 914-mm impact driven test piles were installed with an American Piledriving
Equipment (APE) model D80-23 open ended diesel (OED) hammer assembly. The APE D80-23
has a ram weight of 78.47 kN (17.64 kips) and a rated energy of 287.7 kN-m (212.2 kip-ft) at the
maximum 3.51-meter (11.5-foot) stroke. The hammer assembly was installed in 1320-mm (52inch) Gage Swinging Leads for pipe pile installations.
Vibratory installation of 914-mm diameter piles was performed utilizing an ICE model 4450
vibratory hammer with HPSI model 500 power unit. The ICE 4450 has a dynamic force of 1619.2
kN (364 kips), an eccentric moment of 51 kg-m (4400 in-lbs), a frequency of 1,600 vpm, and an
amplitude of 30 mm (1.17 inches).
Impact Driven Test Pile Installations
The 914-mm diameter impact driven test piles were installed plumb at approximate test pile
locations identified alpha numerically by line and bent. The 914-mm piles were located along line
A, with a bent spacing of 269.6 centimeters (106.125 inches) on center. From the southeast corner
of the combination wall at pile location 45A, 914-mm test piles were linearly aligned to the wall
terminus at pile location 146A.
The 914-mm test piles were initially installed and restruck with the APE D80-23 hammer
assembly. Following the impact driven test pile program, two piles at location 66A and 111A
were extracted and relocated at a distance of approximately 3 to 4.5 meters with an ICE 44-50
vibratory hammer.
A preconstruction wave equation analysis and driveability study was performed for the APE
D80-23 hammer assembly installing the 914-mm open-end pipe piles. The preconstruction
drivability study indicated a driving resistance of 40 to 50 blows per 0.3 meters considering a 90
percent partially plugged condition at the toe. Using a coring model of toe resistance, the
driveability study predicted driving resistances of 13 to 14 blows per 0.3 meters. Of the test piles
measured following installation, the depth of soil within the pile was observed to approximate the
mud line.
Impact driven test piles were installed with the APE D80-23 hammer assembly using the
lowest fuel setting (fuel setting 1). As shown by Figure 2 for impact driven open-end pipe piles,
there was consistency across the site with regards to driving resistances. Open-end test piles were
driven to an approximate embedment depth of 31.7 m (104 feet) below the water line.
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Figure 2.. Impact driv
ven pile instaallation summ
mary.
Restrrike Driving of Test Piles
Impact
I
driven
n and vibratorry installed teest piles weree each subjectted to restrikee driving usinng
the APE
A
D80-23 hammer
h
assem
mbly in conju
unction with dynamic anaalysis. Restrikke driving waas
perforrmed followin
ng a range off setup period
ds from 5 to 447 days for im
mpact driven ppiles and 26 tto
68 day
ys for vibrato
ory installed piles.
p
The
T first testt pile was reestruck on th
he maximum
m fuel settingg 4 with the APE D80-223
follow
wing a 13 day
y setup perio
od. It was observed that thhe static capaacity was muuch lower thaan
®
anticipated where the
t signal maatching with CAPWAP
C
sooftware (Pile Dynamics, 22006) indicateed
an ulttimate compreessive capaciity of 3200 kN
N (720 kips) at a driving rresistance of approximatelly
three blows per in
nch. Restrike driving wass then attemppted on fuel setting 1 on the same pile
follow
wing an addiitional 6 day setup period
d after the fi
first restrike w
where the signal matchinng
analysis indicated
d an ultimatee static capaacity of 42200 kN (950 kkips) at a ddriving rate oof
appro
oximately fou
ur blows per inch.
i
The tottal shaft resisstance was obbserved to inncrease slightlly
from the reduction
n of fuel settiings from 2800 to 3035 kkN (630 to 680 kips), butt the static ennd
bearin
ng resistance increased sub
bstantially fro
om 405 to 11885 kN (90 kipps to 265 kipss). A summarry
of theese results aree presented in
n the followin
ng Table 2 forr capacity evaaluation at the end of initial
installlation (EOID) and successsive high and low energy reestrike (BOR
R) driving evennts.
Table
T
2. Pile number 55A
A energy variiation duringg restrike drriving resultss.
Driv
ving
Eveent

Date of
Even
nt

Fuel
Setting
g

EO
OID
BO
OR1
BO
OR2

Dec-21
1-11
Jan-3--12
Jan-9--12

1
4
1

Static Pille Capacities
Shaft End
E
Total
(kN) (kN)
(
(kN)
378
2558
2180
2802
400
3203
3025 1179
1
4204

mmer Perform
mance
Ham
Max. Foorce
Eneergy Transfer
FMX (kkN)
EM
MX (kN-m)
75.5
62722
79222
104.5
55.0
55511
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Following these observations, subsequent test piles were restruck utilizing fuel setting 1.
Based on these results, it is likely that the reduced fuel setting and associated energy transfer into
the pile allowed for any soil mass plugged onto the pile to move with the pile.
Vibratory Installed Test Piles
Test pile installation by vibratory hammer was performed with the ICE 44-50 hammer
hydraulic vibratory driver for test piles 66A and 111A. This hammer has an eccentric moment of
51 kg-m (4400 in-lbs). Vibratory installation was timed at approximately nine minutes each to an
embedment depth of 31.7 m (104 feet) below the water line. Dynamic measurements were not
obtained during vibratory installations. Wave equation analyses were performed with dynamic
parameters recommended by Rausche (2002), and indicated predicted driving times of 3 or 6
minutes, depending on whether the N-value method (SA) or the general soil type (ST) static
analysis option, respectively, was used to predict static capacity.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In general, the total static bearing capacity of the vibratory installed 914-mm diameter,
15.875-mm walled, open-end, spiral welded pipe piles was observed to be approximately 50
percent of a sister pile installed by impact driving. Additionally, the loss of bearing capacity
attributed to shaft resistance was observed to vary between the individual soil strata. The
comparison of signal matching results from restrike testing of sister piles initially installed with
the vibratory hammer and impact driven is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Static resistances of impact and vibratory installed sister piles.
Pile No.
Installation Method1
Installation Date
Setup Period (days)

66A
IMP
Jan-4-12
5
Unit
Depth
Depth Resist.
Stratum
(ft)
(m)
(kPa)
Upper
17
5.2
6.70
Norfolk
24
7.3
21.55
30
9.1
25.86
37
11.3
30.16
Lower
44
13.4
54.58
Norfolk
50
15.2
54.58
57
17.4
54.58
64
19.5
58.89
Yorktown
70
21.3
62.24
77
23.5
67.03
84
25.6
67.03
90
27.4
67.03
97
29.6
67.03
104
31.7
67.03
Static End Bearing Resistance (kN)
1468
Total Static Capacity (kN)
5605
1 – IMP is Impact hammer, VIB is vibratory hammer

66A
VIB
Feb-8-12
26
Unit
Resist.
(kPa)
1.92
3.83
5.75
7.18
14.36
16.76
28.73
32.56
30.16
33.04
33.04
36.39
36.39
19.15
685
2713

111A
IMP
Jan-9-12
10
Unit
Resist.
(kPa)
5.27
12.45
21.07
29.69
33.52
40.22
46.44
58.89
61.29
60.81
58.89
56.98
56.98
50.27
1201
4715

111A
VIB
Mar-23-12
69
Unit
Resist.
(kPa)
0.00
4.31
10.05
12.93
17.24
18.67
25.86
25.86
25.86
28.73
32.56
32.56
35.91
32.56
672
2469
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Averaged between the two vibratory installed piles, the highly plastic clays of the Upper
Norfolk Formation underwent an approximate reduction of 73 percent of the shaft resistance as
compared with the two impact driven sister piles. The shaft resistance within the loose sands of
the Lower Norfolk Formation were observed to be reduced by approximately 55 percent under
vibratory installation; and the medium dense to dense silty, and clayey sands of the Norfolk
Formation lost approximately 49 percent of the shaft resistance during vibratory installation.
The average end bearing resistance of the vibratory piles was observed to be 50 percent of
the impact driven sister piles, and 50 percent of the total static capacity. Given the SPT N-values
and general description of the sands in the Norfolk Formation as loose to medium dense, the
lower capacity in the vibratory hammer driven piles is consistent with the lower capacities
observed by O’Neill et al. (1990) in their model piles driven to medium dense sands with relative
density of 65%.
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